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The transformation of European rivers goes back very far, at least to the Gallo-Roman period, but it was

during the Middle Ages that systematic development work on rivers began with the creation of watermills.

The great channelling projects and dams started to appear in the 1600s and affected major natural

systems that had remained relatively unimpacted until then.

Considered over such a long time span, the hydraulic work carried out since the Second World War

would appear fairly modest on the whole. However, decades of extremely varied projects (construction

of weirs and dams, extraction of gravel, recalibrations, channelling work and embankments, "cleaning"

of riverbeds following years of neglect, etc.) have profoundly disturbed the operation of rivers and

altered the landscapes of France, which is still a rural country to a large extent.

For many years to come, the ecology of rivers will bear the scars of the work carried out in the past, but

fortunately in a very different social context. Today, there is significant resistance against the notion of

growth at all costs, including the severe environmental costs.

The country is slowly becoming aware of the past excesses and has, over the years, done the research

and adopted the policies required to better understand and manage rivers.

The 1970s

Public opinion shifted in the 1970s, in a general reaction against the excesses that had taken place

during the 30 years of "glorious" growth since WWII. Books such as La Nature dénaturée (Dorst, 1970)

and Socialisation de la nature (Saint-Marc, 1971) launched a fundamental discussion on the negative

effects of high growth rates on the environment. Concerning rivers at that time, there was widespread

criticism of the negative impacts of the Aswan and Kariba dams in Africa, two examples among many.

At the beginning of the 1970s, State services launched studies on river management and moved slowly

toward regulations ensuring better preservation of aquatic environments. The decree dated 7 August

1972 instituted an inquiry procedure prior to all work, in compliance with article 176 of the Rural Code.

Then a ministerial instruction, dated 13 September 1974, was issued concerning the development

of river basins and fish stocks. It also became mandatory to consult the environmental-protection

associations prior to any development work on rivers. Finally, the law voted in July 1976 required an

impact study for all projects with a budget exceeding six million francs (the law was followed by a decree

on 12 October 1977 and instructions on 19 January 1978).
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The 1980s

In the 1980s, a number of technical guides and manuals were published that also served to raise

environmental awareness. An example is the document Impact Studies for River Development Work,

published by Cemagref (Dinger and Fischesser, 1982). One sentence in particular symbolised the new

approach to development work, when they wrote, "A new awareness concerning the quality of living

conditions now requires that all rural development policies take into account environmental factors and

values". The authors were especially critical of wide-scale recalibration projects and recommended

restoration work in rivers. In 1985, the Ecology ministry in turn published the document River Maintenance

(Cahiers Techniques de la Prévention des Pollutions, no. 14). The foreword, written by Huguette

Bouchardeau, the Ecology minister, criticised the shift from "regular maintenance to irregular and brutal

operations using mechanical means not suited to the preservation of the living environment". The

document recommended environmental "upkeep" (regular work) and renaturalisation (restoration

to the prior status), activities very different than development work, which strives to transform the

environment. The technical aspects emphasised the need to maintain the vegetation as well as the need

to avoid systematically protecting river banks and undertaking cleaning/dredging work.

Rivers nonetheless remained a secondary preoccupation in the new procedures, as is shown in the

document Environmental and Impact Studies (Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées, 1982), in which

only one study out of 35 dealt with a river. We should also mention the innovative document titled River

Development, Three Case Studies (Cacas et al., 1986), published jointly by the Ecology and

Agriculture ministries, which discussed case studies used for continuing education at the ENGREF school

since 1984. The document makes clear that the work of river professionals has changed and the

environment is now an integral part of projects via the emergence of less aggressive techniques. The

document also presents a number of scientific concepts applied to river restoration, namely "complex

dynamic systems" and "dynamic equilibrium".

In parallel with the efforts to propagate the new management approaches, procedures were established

to facilitate river restoration. Examples are the "quality objectives" and the departmental quality maps

(Basin financial agencies), as well as the initial "clear river" operations (Ecology ministry), notably on

the Lot and Doubs Rivers. River contracts were established in 1981 to achieve the goals set by the

departmental quality maps in terms of water management, fish and landscapes, e.g. on the Sèvre

Nantaise River, the Ardèche Claire operation, etc.

The 1980s were also the decade in which the scientific concepts guiding the new policies were

developed. May we salute here the creation of the PIREN (environmental research) programmes,

notably on the Rhône, Garonne, Ried ello-rhénan and Seine Rivers, funded by the CNRS (French

National Research Centre) and the Ecology ministry. The PIREN for the Rhône River (1979-1993)

created the concept of river hydrosystems in four dimensions (long and cross profiles, vertical and

temporal dimensions). The key words produced by the research were "river patterns", "functional

descriptors", as well as "functional units, sets and sectors" (1982) that became part of the river continuum,

"spiral flows" and "flood pulses" developed by other scientists.
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Another fundamental concept is that of mobility spaces, introduced implicitly during the Ecology and

Development of the Loire River symposium in 1981 by the naturalist Charles Guinard. After the

symposium, the Atlas of the Allier River Valley (DRE Auvergne, 1981), dealing notably with water-usage

conflicts, was published. It was itself followed by the management plan for theAllier River (DREAuvergne,

1984), which emphasised that the many problems were caused by riverbed incision, itself due to gravel

extraction, which resulted in undermining of bridges and other structures, a drop in the water table and

a break in longitudinal continuity. The plan recommended halting the gravel extractions in the riverbed,

letting river erosion processes run their course unless they directly menaced structures and, finally,

"working with humility".

As far as we are aware, the theory behind the mobility-space concept was first presented in the impact

study for the Loyettes dam (1983), which addressed the operation and potential impacts of the planned

dam at the confluence of the Ain and Rhône Rivers. In the study, the Rhône PIREN team developed the

new or emerging concepts of plant successions, allogeneous processes, active tract (1985), active

morphogenetics, reversibility and irreversibility, predictive scenarios (1987), connectivity, regeneration of

successions, reversibility space (1988) and restoration through the removal of dikes (1989). All of these

concepts were subsequently included in an operational plan in the study on the mobility space of the lower

Ain River valley (1990).

We must also mention the efforts made by environmental-protection groups and public opinion against

large hydraulic projects. Opposition to dams is an international phenomenon that resulted in France in the

refusal of the Loyettes, Saint-Roman-en-Diois, Serre de la Fare and Gardon du Mialet projects, among

others. TheWWF has supported the river projects Loire vivante, Saône vivante and Doubs vivant since 1986

and published a guide titled Sustainable River Management.

The 1990s

The 1990s were the decade when river management was acknowledged in public policy. Rivers were

defined as "natural infrastructure" (Water Meeting, 1990) and the 1992 Water law declared rivers a

"national heritage". The law also reinforced the role of the Water agencies, putting them in charge of

drafting RBMPs (river-basin management plans) and SBMPs (sub-basin management plans). The first

SBMP (Drôme River in 1997) was structured largely around the conclusions of a geomorphological

diagnosis recommending a halt to gravel extractions and longitudinal management of sediment flows to

ensure the long-term equilibrium of the river long profile. The RBMP of the Rhône-Méditerranée-Corse

basin defined the concept of liberty space (since renamed the more politically correct "mobility space")

as "the part of the floodplain in which the river channel(s) shift laterally to ensure sediment entrainment

and optimal operation of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems". In 1998, the Rhône-Méditerranée-Corse

water agency published a Guide on Determining River Mobility Spaces (Malavoi et al.).
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After 2000

The Water Framework Directive (WFD, 2000) did not explicitly emphasise the hydromorphological

operation of rivers, however the status reports in 2004 made it eminently clear that the "good status"

of rivers was largely dependent on it.

This book, initially published in 2010, confirms and develops those findings.

Its purpose is to explain the fundamental role of river geodynamical processes in creating the highly

varied geomorphological features of rivers that evolve more or less quickly over time, from upstream to

downstream and from the riverbed to the entire river corridor. These geomorphological features, of both

the riverbed (width, depth, substratum, facies) and the floodplain (side channels at various stages of

development, wetlands more or less frequently flooded), translate directly into the habitats of a majority

of the living communities, both aquatic and terrestrial, in the river hydrosystem.

Today, it is clear that the good ecological operation of rivers and their corridor depends on maintaining the

natural geodynamic processes and the resulting geomorphological features.

If the anthropogenic alterations are too great, it becomes necessary to restore both the geodynamic

processes and the geomorphological features (BIOTEC, Malavoi, 2007). The restoration work must be

based on a prior status (reference state) that must be determined or on a new, target status whose

characteristics must be defined.


